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ABSTRACT
A Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) is a policy tool that sets a requirement for retail
sellers of electricity to provide a minimum portion of their electricity sales from renewable
resources. The RPS at state levels has become one of the most important policy incentives for
stimulating clean energy expansion in electricity utilities in the United States. In 2007, North
Carolina promulgated a Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standard (REPS),
requiring the investor-owned utilities (IOUs) to meet up to 12.5% of their energy needs through
renewable energy resources by 2021.
This Master’s Project is designed to evaluate the cost and rate impacts of REPS on three
IOUs in North Carolina from the perspective of retail market. Referring to the core modeling
approaches and assumptions in the former technical report for North Carolina, this project
establishes a cost impact model to compare the total annual cost of the Utilities’ Portfolio and
Alternative REPS Portfolio from 2011 to 2030. The project also analyzes the impacts of different
sensitivities. The results suggest that the REPS policy exerts no cost impact on IOUs until 2017 and
a 0.54 cents/kWh increase of retail electricity rate will be reached in 2030 under the REPS
obligation. According to sensitivity analysis, the extended availability of Production Tax Credit
(PTC), high fuel price of coal and natural gas, as well as high construction cost of nuclear plant will
reduce the total incremental cost of the REPS policy over 20 years. It is noted that the design of the
alternative REPS Portfolio in this project introduces major differences in model results compared to
the former technical report. Levelized cost assumptions and forecasts of future fossil fuel prices
would bring other uncertainties to this Master’s Project.
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Introduction
As concerns on energy security and global warming increasingly grow, renewable energy
and energy efficiency have become major foci of current energy policy in the United States. Among
the various policy tools, the Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) at state level has emerged as one
of the most popular and important policy drivers for reducing market barriers and stimulating
clean energy expansion in the U.S. By 2007, mandatory RPS policies have been designed in 25 states
and Washington D.C., and 4 additional states have non-binding goals, i.e. the voluntary standards
(Figure 1). These state policies now collectively apply to approximately 50% of U.S. electricity load
and exerting substantial influences on electricity markets, ratepayers, as well as local economies
(Chen et al., 2009). This Master’s Project will analyze the cost and rate impacts of RPS on investorowned utilities (IOUs) in North Carolina.

Figure 1. State RPS Policies and Non-Binding Renewable Energy Goals in Existence by 2007

1

What are Renewable Portfolio Standards?
Renewables portfolio standards require a minimum amount of eligible renewable energy or
capacity that is included in each retail electricity supplier’s portfolio of electricity resources (Chen
et al., 2009). RPS policies are varied in different states and generally measured in either absolute
Wiser, R. and G. Barbose. 2008. Renewable Portfolio Standards in the United States – A Status Report with Data Through
2007. Berkeley, California: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.

1
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units (kWh or MW) or a certain percentage share of retail sales. Figure 1 shows that the RPS
requirement in each state ranged from 4% achieved by 2009 in Massachusetts to 40% reached by
2017 in Maine. Referring to Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s (Berkeley Lab) 2008 report2,
a number of findings of RPS design and implementation at present were summarized and some
relevant to this project are extracted as below:
•

In 2007, 4 states established new RPS policies, 11 states significantly revised pre-existing
RPS programs (mostly to strength them), and 3 states created non-binding renewables
energy goals;

•

RPS policy designs vary widely among states, and a “common” design has not yet emerged;

•

Resources eligibility in state RPS programs has expanded beyond traditional renewables,
now allowing energy efficiency to meet at least a portion of the RPS requirement;

•

The retail electricity rate increases associated with existing state RPS policies generally
equal 1% or less so far.

Direct and Indirect Impacts of RPS Policies
Two significant impacts of RPS policies are: the direct costs of RPS deployment and the
projected impacts on renewable resource mix that are indirect. In the former case, the direct costs
are defined to include the incremental costs due to RPS requirement and impact of renewable
portfolio on retail electricity rates. These impacts are claimed to be direct because they influence
consumer electricity bills. Among study cases sampled by Berkeley Lab’s 2008 report, the base-case
increase in retail electricity rates proved to be modest, indicating that the median projected
increase is 0.8% and these studies report the rate increase ranged from -5.2% (i.e. reducing retail
rate by 0.4 cents/kWh) to 8.8% (i.e. increasing retail rate by 0.7 cents/kWh) in the first peak target
year3 (Chen et al., 2009).
On the other hand, the RPS policies have substantial impacts on the mix of renewable
technologies that would be used to meet state RPS requirements. Typically, it is assumed that both

Berkeley Lab’s contributions to this report were funded by the Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy and by
the Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No.DE-AC0205CH11231. It is the first report in a regular series that seeks to fill the need to keep up with the RPS design and projected
impacts of these programs, by offering basic, factual information on RPS policies in the U.S.
2

3

The summarized rate impacts here were expressed in 2003 dollars, referring to Berkeley Lab’s 2009 report.
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the costs and potential availability of resources should be taken into consideration, implying the
least-cost and more-available resources in the certain state are selected primarily4.

RPS Policy in North Carolina
On August 20, 2007, North Carolina signed Session Law 2007-397 (i.e. Senate Bill 3),
becoming the first state in the Southeast to adopt a Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency
Portfolio Standard (REPS). Pursuant to the REPS policy in North Carolina, the electricity suppliers,
including Electric Public Utilities -- Investor-owned Utilities (IOUs)5 -- and Electric Membership
Corporations and Municipalities, are required to meet up to 10% of their 2017 NC retail sales
through renewable energy resources6 or energy efficiency measures7 by 2018; the IOUs should go
further and reach the 12.5% standard by 2021. REPS policy in North Carolina also included energy
efficiency, indicating that IOUs subject to this policy could meet up to 25% of the requirements of
REPS through savings due to implementation of energy efficiency measures, and up to 40% when
beginning in calendar year 2021 and each year thereafter.
In addition to the general requirement concluded above, North Carolina also created
specific standards and schedules of compliance with REPS through use of solar energy resources,
swine waste resources and poultry waste resources. Table 1 shows the overall REPS requirement
and subsections that shall be complied with by IOUs according to the following schedule:
It is worth mentioning that some studies of RPS policy treat the renewable resource mix as an input to their cost
estimate model while in other studies the mix is a model output (Chen et al., 2007). When taken as an input – as done in
this Master’s Project – the renewable energy mix is estimated based on the cost and availability situation in the certain
state being modeled. When treated as an output, renewable energy use is usually estimated by constructing an aggregate
renewable resource supply curve, with the state RPS target level determining which resources are selected in a given year.
4

An investor-owned utility is a business organization, supplying a product or service regarded as a utility, often termed a
public utility regardless of ownership, and managed as a private enterprise rather than a function of government or a
utility cooperative. In North Carolina, three major IOUs are included in this category and they are also chosen as the study
objective in this project.
5

“Renewable energy resource” under the REPS in North Carolina implies “a solar electric, solar thermal, wind,
hydropower, geothermal, or ocean current or wave energy resource; a biomass resource, including agricultural waste,
animal waste, wood waste, spent pulping liquors, combustible residues, combustible liquids, combustible gases, energy
crops, or landfill methane; waste heat derived from a renewable energy resource and used to produce electricity or useful,
measureable thermal energy at a retail electric customer’s facility; or hydrogen derived from a renewable energy
resource.” Renewable energy resource does not include peat, a fossil fuel, or nuclear energy resource (North Carolina
General Statute, 62-133.8, 2007).
6

“Energy efficiency measure” under the REPS in North Carolina implies “… an equipment, physical, or program change
implemented after January 1, 2007, that results in less energy used to perform the same function.” It includes, but is not
limited to, energy produced from a combined heat and power system that uses nonrenewable energy resources, while
does not include demand-side management (North Carolina General Statute, 62-133.8, 2007).
7
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Table 1. REPS Schedule Promulgated in NC G.S. 62-133.8.

REPS Requirement
Calendar Year

For IOUs

2012

3% of 2011 retail sales
6% of 2014 retail sales
10% of 2017 retail sales
12.5% of 2020 retail sales

2015
2018
2021 and thereafter

Subsections of REPS Requirement
8

Calendar Year

Solar Energy

Swine Waste

Poultry Waste

2010

0.02%
0.07%
0.14%
0.20%

0.07%
0.14%
0.20%

170000 MWh
700000 MWh
900000 MWh
-

2012
2013
2014
2015
2018 and thereafter

Significance
Although a growing number of studies have attempted to quantify the potential or practical
impacts of RPS policies in various states, few similar investigations or analyses have been found in
North Carolina, in particular after the REPS policy officially enacted since 2007. To model the
cost/rate impacts of REPS policy for North Carolina proves to be significant regarding to the lack of
the latest studies. In a sum, the significance of this Master’s Project could be summarized as below:
•

No up-to-date studies for North Carolina after the REPS policy was officially
enacted: So far the previous report performed in 2006 (La Capra’s Team, 2006)9 is the
only authoritative research that analyzed the potential impacts of RPS in North Carolina
before the policy promulgated in 2007. The RPS requirements assumed in this report
were greatly different from those published by North Carolina government in 2007.
Hence a current study adopting the latest data and the official policy standards is very
meaningful at this point.

Different from other requirements, this subsection of poultry waste requirement is assigned for all electric power
suppliers in North Carolina, not restricted to IOUs. So in the following section of methodology, this part of requirement
will be adjusted for IOUs according to their market share of retail electricity sales in NC.

8

La Capra Association, Inc., GDS Association, Inc. and Sustainable Energy Advantage, LLC. 2006. Analysis of a Renewable
Portfolio Standard for the State of North Carolina. Prepared for North Carolina Utilities Commission.

9
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•

No universal template of modeling methodologies developed: While a Federal RPS
has been considered by Congress, all enacted RPS policies have been adopted at the
state or local levels, implying that the RPS policy designs are widely different among
states without a “common” design emerging (Chen et al., 2009). It means that a
universal template of modeling methodologies has not yet been developed. To figure out
an appropriate modeling methodology and scenario analysis specifically for North
Carolina is significant.

•

Potential improvements of REPS in North Carolina: A well-designed RPS could
provide incentives for electricity suppliers to meet their renewable purchase
obligations in a least-cost fashion. Based on various scenario analyzes and sensitivity
analysis, the results of this project might be able to propose a few potential
improvements and adjustments to the current REPS policy for IOUs in North Carolina.

Literature Review
Since 1998, a growing number of studies have carried out cost impact analyses of RPS on
distinct state or utility-level. Figure 2 below identifies the authors of 31 RPS studies covered in
Chen’s comparative analysis in 200910, a large number of which reflect the recent surge in state RPS
adoption and practice. Most of these studies estimate retail rate impacts, while some others report
changes in electricity generation costs. In addition, a wide range of sensitivity scenarios were
modeled and analyzed by the state RPS studies, including but not restricted Production Tax Credit
(PTC) availability, renewable technology cost, fossil fuel price uncertainty, resource eligibility, load
growth etc. The following findings are commonly detected in the state RPS studies: (1) scenario
analyses reveal significant cost sensitivity to input parameters; (2) analysis assumptions tend to be
more important than model selection. The limitation of budgets and timeframes that often applies
to state RPS studies proved to become the more significant determinant of modeling approaches
chosen. Under such condition, the assumptions proposed have played an extraordinarily important
role in the studies that have to adopt less sophisticated models with lower expense; (3)
understanding of the public benefits of RPS policies needs to be improved further. Although an
Chen, C., R. Wiser, A. Mills and M. Bolinger. 2009. Weighing the Costs and Benefits of State Renewable Portfolio
Standards in the United States: A Comparative Analysis of State-Level Policy Impact Projections. Renewable and
Sustainable Energy Reviews. 13 (2009): 552-556. The full title, authors and links to each study summarized in this
analysis report can be found in Appendix V.
10
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increasing number of studies have modeled the macroeconomic effects of state RPS policies, the
estimated impacts seemed to depend more on the study assumptions rather than on the amount of
required expansion plan of renewable generation due to RPS practice. The first two issues will be
also discussed in this project, analyzing relevant sensitivities as model inputs and comparing model
assumptions to the previous study for North Carolina.

Figure 2. State RPS Cost-Impact Studies Published by 2008

Referring to Chen’s comparative report, a diversity of modeling approaches are identified
with four broad categories of cost-estimate models (Chen et al., 2009): (A) spreadsheet model of
renewable generation and avoided utility cost; (B) spreadsheet model of renewable generation and
generation dispatch model11 of utility avoided cost using non-RPS resources mix; (C) spreadsheet
model of renewable generation and generation dispatch model of avoided cost using RPS resource
mix; (D) integrated energy model12. Among all four categories of modeling approaches, Category A
has been adopted most widely due to its advantages of simplicity, transparency, flexibility and
relative low cost (Chen et al., 2007). Regarding to the limited resources available to this project, a
spreadsheet model in Category A will be adopted to calculate the cost and rate impacts while using

The dispatch models are complex software programs that simulate the interaction of supply and demand in an electric
system, e.g. GE MPAS, PROSYM.

11

The integrated energy model can endogenously determine fuel prices, capacity expansion and electricity prices. The
two most commonly used integrated energy models are NEMS (National Energy Modeling System) developed by EIA, and
IPM (Integrated Planning Model) developed by ICF Consulting.

12
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resources mix as model inputs. It is worth noting that a more complex model would not be
necessarily more effective than a simpler one. As one of most commonly used integrated models in
many studies, NEMS is an extremely complex set of modules, estimating prices and outputs for all
types of energy along with macroeconomic forecasts. Its outcomes depend on literally thousands of
assumptions, some at the choice of users and others embedded with in hundreds of equations, so
Michaels (2008) claimed that its extreme details makes it impossible for all but dedicated
specialists to evaluate the sensitivity of forecasts to alternative assumptions or to simulate their
reasonableness.
In addition to the state studies mentioned above, some literature used case studies to
evaluate the RPS’s effectiveness or impacts; Gan et al. (2007) compared the RPS policy in the U.S. to
other green electricity policies developed in Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden13, and indicated the
consistent observations with respect to the strengths and weaknesses of each policy instruments;
in the study of Texas, RPS legislation effectively led to the deployment of 915 MW of wind energy in
2001, more than twice the Texas’s 2001 RPS benchmark (Langniss and Wiser, 2003). On the other
side, some other literature used additional qualitative evaluation techniques to reveal that RPS
policies have experienced a number of successes to date (Berry and Jaccard, 2001; Wiser et al.,
2007). Furthermore, Kydes (2006) adopted the 2001 version of the National Energy Modeling
System (NEMS) of EIA and the assumptions and results from the Annual Energy Outlook 2002 (AEO
2002), modeling the potential effect of a Federal 20% non-hydropower RPS on energy markets in
the U.S. Its modeling results suggested that electricity prices should be expected to rise about 3%
which proved to be a bit higher than the median level estimated among the state-level studies14, but
still in a range of acceptability. Palmer and Burtraw (2005) modeled the effects of the two leading
policies designed to encourage the renewable energy contribution to total U.S. electricity supply: a
tax credit policy known as Renewable Energy Production Credit (REPC) and a requirement policy,
i.e. RPS. The Haiku electricity market model was adopted to simulate electricity trades in their
paper. The modeled results suggested that the RPS is more cost-effective than the REPC as a policy
tool of both increasing renewable use and reducing carbon emission, especially when setting the
goals of 15% or less.

Specifically, Gan et al. (2007) concluded that most case-study countries support renewable energy by financial
incentives, including feed-in tariffs, production tax credit (PTC), tax exemption, subsidy and renewable energy fund; the
quota system in Sweden and the RPS of the U.S. are presently the only non-financial instruments applied.
13

The median retail rate increase among the state-level RPS studies was summarized to be 0.8% in Chen’s comparative
study (Chen et al., 2009).
14
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Despite RPS policy’s growing popularity in research publications, nevertheless, few studies
attempted to empirically estimate the effectiveness of state RPS policies, nor explore the causal
inference between RPS policies and renewable energy deployment (Carley, 2009). Menz and
Vachon (2006) composed an empirical analysis on the effectiveness of state RPS policy incentives
to wind power by estimating an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression model a sample of 39
states with the study period from 1998 to 2003. Building on Menz and Vachon’s work in 2006,
Carley (2009) presented another empirical analysis by directly testing the association between RPS
policies and total renewable generation. They compiled individual variables from a variety of public
sources between 1998 and 2006 to create a state-level database, with 50 states and 9 years. The
idea of empirical analysis or program evaluation is impressive to test the RPS effects on renewable
generation, but it should be noticed that the relative short-term application of RPS policies at state
level would produce bias in the regression analysis. Omitted variable bias and low sample size
would likely affect the statistical validity of regression analysis of RPS’s effectiveness. Regarding to
the fact that the RPS policy has been practiced in North Carolina for no longer than 4 years (starting
in 2007), it is not practical or constructive to conduct empirical analysis or program evaluation for
RPS policy in North Carolina so a perspective study is designed in this Master’s Project accordingly.
The characteristics renewable energy that could mitigate the price risks of fossil fuels were
also proposed in a number of studies, further providing a sound basis for RPS policies. Awerbuch
(2003) detected the deleterious economic effects of fossil fuel volatility brought by energy prices,
and these effects can be reduced only through energy diversification by incorporating renewable
technologies such as wind, geothermal and solar PV, whose underlying costs are uncorrelated to
fossil prices. Earlier in 2000, Awerbuch (2000) indicated the term “riskless” of renewable
technologies as implying that their year-to-year generating costs are largely fixed and that any
fluctuations are not correlated to movements in fossil fuel prices. Consequently, when added to the
fossil mix, renewables might raise cost due to their relatively high investment, but they will also
lower risk. In the article published by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Bolinger et al.,
2004), renewable energy resources were also claimed to have nature of being immune to natural
gas fuel price risk, in form of stable-price. Similar conclusions were also presented in the state RPS
analyses mentioned previously, mainly in their sensitivity analysis; hence, this Master’s Project will
also conduct analysis to see if the RPS practice can help mitigate fuel price risks in North Carolina.
Last but not least, some analysts, opposite to many RPS studies, have noted that a few RPS
policies were poorly designed and would do little to advance renewable energy markets (Wiser et
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al., 2007, 2004). Possible reasons for these failures include: inadequate policy enforcement; policy
duration uncertainty; overly aggressive RPS benchmarks; too many exemptions; or too much
flexibility offered to utilities (Wiser et al., 2007, 2004). In the later part of this project, the potential
shortcomings of RPS policy in North Carolina will be discussed15 referring to the evaluation criteria
proposed in Wiser’s article (Wiser et al., 2004).

Objectives
This Master’s Project is designed to conduct a cost (and rate)-impact analysis of REPS for
IOUs in North Carolina, referring to the core modeling approaches and assumptions in 2006’s
report (La Capra’s Team, 2006). It will model the cost/rate impacts of the latest REPS, as well as
compare the modeling results with those in 2006’s report for North Carolina. The key problems
that will be addressed are as follows:
•

What are the cost/rate impacts of the REPS for IOUs in North Carolina?

•

What is the renewable resource mix by the end of study period due to REPS
implementation?

•

What is the cost impact of different sensitivities under the REPS policy?

•

How are the results modeled in this Master’s Project different from the previous
reference study for North Carolina?

Methodology
Before describing the methodology adopted by this project, the research objects should be
described: investor-owned utilities (IOUs) in North Carolina. Three IOUs operate under the
regulation, owning their own generation facilities, and subject to the jurisdiction of the North
Carolina Utilities Commission. They are Carolina Power & Light Company, running business as
Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. (Progress), Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC (Duke), and Virginia Electric
and Power Company which runs business in North Carolina under the name of Dominion North
This part of evaluation is not taken as emphasis in this Master’s Project, because, as mentioned formerly, this project is
a perspective analysis aiming to estimate the cost impact of RPS practice in North Carolina. Without quantitative analysis,
the possible shortcomings here will be discussed and explained by policy intuition.
15
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Carolina Power (NC Power). In North Carolina, 43% of retail electricity sales are served by Duke, 29%
by Progress and 3% by NC Power16. Regarding to the big share of IOUs in North Carolina and the
REPS policy which has separate requirement for IOUs, this Master’s Project aims to take these IOUs
as study objects.

Scenario Design
•

Base-Case Scenario: The baseline REPS scenario is designed on the basis of REPS policy with
the study period of 20 years, from calendar year 2011 to 203017. The detailed schedule and
requirements during the study period can be seen in Appendix I.

•

Energy-Efficiency (EE) Scenario: According to REPS policy, IOUs are allowed to meet up to
25% of the requirements of REPS through savings due to implementation of energy
efficiency measures18, and up to 40% beginning in calendar year 2021 and each year
thereafter until 2030 (end of the study period).

Utilities’ and Alternative REPS Portfolios
This Master’s Project mainly referred to the method of impact determination used in La
Capra’s 2006 Report, while changed some of the assumptions regarding to the practical situation of
this project. The basic idea of cost impact determination is comparing the total annual cost of the
Utilities’ Portfolio and that of Alternative REPS Portfolio with renewables in the resource mix which
should meet the REPS requirement in each year from 2011 to 2030. Accordingly, the annual
incremental rate impacts in the unit of cents per kilowatt hour will be calculated by dividing annual
incremental costs by the projected retail sales in North Carolina from IOUs each year.

North Carolina’s Energy Future: Electricity, Water, and Transportation Efficiency. Prepared by American Council for an
Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE) in March 2010. Report Number: E102.
16

The study period assumed in this project is referred to Duke’s 2010 Integrated Resources Plan which conducted
forecast from year 2011 to 2030.
17

Currently, the IOUs use EE and DSM (Demand-Side Management) programs to help manage their customer’s demand in
an efficient, cost-effective manner. In general, the EE programs are designed to reduce energy consumption through
conservation programs while the DSM programs plan to reduce energy demand. But the REPS policy in North Carolina
clearly states that the EE measure “does not include demand-side management”, therefore only EE programs are included
in this project. Take Duke for instance, their EE programs are claimed to be non-dispatchable, conservation-oriented
education or incentive programs. Energy and capacity savings are reached by changing customer behavior or through the
installation of more energy-efficient equipment or structures, accordingly all effects of these programs are reflected in the
customer load forecast (Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC., 2009).

18
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1. Utilities’ Portfolio
To determine the capacity impact on utilities’ expansion plans, it is primarily relied on the
IOUs’ generic generation expansion plans as filed in their 2010 Integrated Resource Plans (IRP)19.
These IRPs forecasted types and sizes of new resources needed over a certain period in a portfolio
of both conventional and renewable technologies. This combined portfolio20 is defined as the
“Utility Portfolio” in this project. It is worth noticing that in compliance with REPS policy since 2007,
each IRP has designed a certain portfolio of renewable energy generation. This makes a great
difference from La Capra’s 2006 Report that didn’t report renewable generation in the Utilities’
Portfolio.
Table 2 below represents the Utilities’ Portfolio combined from three IOUs. It shows the
capacity and energy needs under the IOUs’ 2010 IRPs only and does not include any existing utility
resources. Referred to La Capra’s 2006 Report and statistic data from U.S. Energy Information
Administration (EIA)21, the total energy output of the capacity additions was calculated with the
capacity factors assumed as follows: (1) Baseload = 90%; (2) Peaking/Intermediate = 50%; (3)
Renewables = 45%. The total incremental capacity and energy is shown in Table 2 and Figure 3
below.
Table 2. IOUs’ Combined Cumulative Utilities’ Portfolio Additions from 2011 to 2030

22

Combined
Cumulative
Utilities’ Portfolio
(MW)

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

Baseload

30

87

144

201

259

336

357

482

606

1021

2570

2743

4050

4256

4463

4986

5208

5431

5654

5877

635

635

1555

2180

2180

2306

3121

3676

4618

4648

5209

5851

5892

6111

6331

6378

7675

7722

8419

8766

Peaking/
Intermediate
Renewables
Energy (GWh)

43

174

211

331

462

473

482

1070

1220

1251

1327

1346

1371

1379

1480

1517

1538

1555

1576

1640

3184

4152

8778

12443

13410

14612

18389

24114

29810

33338

48306

52564

63141

65762

68749

73223

80745

82773

87665

91195

Duke Energy Carolinas’ 2010 Integrated Resource Plan was filed on September 1, 2010; Progress Energy Carolinas,
Inc.’s 2010 Integrated Resource Plan was filed on September 13, 2010; Integrated Resource Plan of Dominion North
Carolina Power was filed on September 1, 2010.
19

Regarding to the fact that Duke holds the biggest market share among the three IOUs in North Carolina and the latest
news indicates that Duke and Progress have announced to merge (http://www.duke-energy.com/progress-energymerger/). The combined company will become the nation’s largest utility, with the name of Duke Energy. Hence, this
Master’s Project will take Duke’s IRP as the dominant data source and reference to conduct all relevant analysis.

20

Average Capacity Factors by Energy Source. Electric Power Annual with data for 2009. U.S. Energy Information
Administration. http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/epa/epata6.html.
21

22

This study period is assigned according to the cumulative future resource additions published on Duke’s 2010 IRP.
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Figure 3. Combined IOUs’ Capacity and Energy Expansion Plans from 2011 to 2030

2. Alternative REPS Portfolio
An Alternative REPS Portfolio, next, should be developed in order to achieve both the
capacity and energy needs similar to the Utilities’ Portfolio, while strictly following the REPS
schedule in North Carolina during the study period. This portfolio is designed to include changes in
conventional resource mixes to meet the capacity and energy targets of the Utilities’ Portfolio, i.e. to
meet a required planning reserve margin filed on IOUs’ 2010 IRPs23. It is worth noting that it was
more important to achieve the capacity requirement as reflected in the Utilities’ Portfolio for
reliability purpose (reserve margin), while it would result in, accordingly, excess or short energy
produced over or below the IOUs’ targets of incremental energy needs (La Capra’s team, 2006).

An electric system’s reliability is its ability to continuously supply all of the demands of its consumers with a minimum
interruption of service, as well as to withstand sudden disturbances (Annual Report of the North Carolina Utilities
Commission, November 30, 2010). As one of the most widely used measure, the reserve margin is calculated as the ratio
of reserve capacity to actual needed capacity, i.e. peak load. In recent years, the NC Commission has approved IRPs
containing research margins lower than 20%. Consequently, the forecasted annual reserve margins filed by the three
IOUs have fulfilled the requirement and are adopted in this project as reference.

23
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To create the “Alternative REPS Portfolio”24 in this Master’s Project, four major steps are
followed and a complete set of Alternative REPS Portfolio for both base-case and energy-efficiency
scenarios would be shown in the Appendix II:
•

Step 1: to decide annual REPS policy requirement. Both the overall requirement of
renewable generation and subsections of solar, swine waste and poultry waste should be
achieved. Annual REPS requirement from 2011 to 2030 can be found in the Appendix I. For
the scenario including Energy-Efficiency (EE) implementation, this part can be met up to 25%
by energy efficiency measures and since calendar year 2021, up to 40% of REPS
requirement can be deducted by EE.

•

Step 2: to calculate renewable energy mix of IOUs forecasted in their 2010 IRPs. The pie
charts (Figure 4) below show the changes in IOUs’ energy mix between 2011 and 2030. The
relative share of renewables (including hydro generation) increases while the relative share
of coal decreases. Despite of an increase share of renewable generation, the total renewable
generation only accounts for around 5%, far lower than the required REPS percentage.

Figure 4. IOUs Energy Generation Mix in 2011 and 2030

•

Step 3: to compare the annual REPS requirement and IOUs’ forecasted yearly renewable
generation from 2011 to 2030. Basically, the differential energy generation in a portfolio of

In La Capra’s 2006 Report, they claimed that the alternative portfolio in the Report was “meant to be indicative of
potential portfolio outcomes only and do not entail the detailed processes and methodologies used in resource planning
or dispatch modeling”. Likewise, the main objective of this Masters’ Project is to produce potential cost differentials
between the two portfolios that might reflect the assumptions used in each scenario and sensitivity modeled later.

24
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various renewable technologies is defined to be the category of renewable resource
additions in the Alternative REPS Portfolio. It is worth noting a fact that in the 2010 IRPs, all
three IOUs have added a certain amount of renewable resources into their forecasted
expansion plans due to the REPS implementation in North Carolina since 2007,
consequently there exist possibilities that during the study period the IOUs’ renewable
generation already achieves or even exceeds the REPS requirement defined in Step 1; or the
filed expansion plans of renewable generation could already cover the differential between
REPS requirement and existing generation. Under such circumstances, the Alternative
Portfolio will be kept unchanged from the Utilities’ Portfolio in the same year, implying no
cost impacts of REPS policy.
•

Step 4: to complete the Alternative Portfolio. As many of the renewable resources are
normally baseload generation, the renewable generation additions calculated in the former
step will primarily aim to displace baseload supply from conventional fuel technologies;
meanwhile, additional peaking/intermediate generation would be needed to compensate
remaining capacity and energy needs (La Capra’s 2006 Report). Table 2 indicates
comparison of capacity development25 in scenario portfolios ending 2030. From the
scenarios design, the REPS implementation in IOUs will potentially displace around 1100
MW of baseload generation, but almost 2000 MW of additional peaking/intermediate
generation would be needed to fulfill the reserve margin demands. The further assumptions
and expressions about types and sizes of technologies adopted in each set of portfolio will
be discussed later.

Table 3. Comparison of Capacity Development in Scenario Portfolios Ending 2030

REPS Scenarios (17%) by 2030

Capacity Additions (MW)

Utilities’ Portfolio by
2030

Baseload

5877

4773

5518

Peaking/Intermediate

8766

10754

8855

I.

Base-Case

II. Energy-Efficiency

26

The energy generation will be converted by using the capacity factors of each type of technology. All capacity factors
adopted in this project will be listed in the following section.

25

Based on the REPS policy in North Carolina, the energy-efficiency measures can be adopted by IOUs to meet a portion of
REPS requirement. It implies, in this project, when added EE, IOUs’ renewable contributions to their total generation are
supposed to be larger compared to the Base-Case Scenario. Therefore, fewer renewable capacity expansions were
designed under the EE Scenario (see Table 3), and more baseload, accordingly, were required to fulfill the expansion
needs than those under the Base-Case Scenario.
26
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1640

Renewables

3848

1972

Change in Capacity Relative to Utilities’ Portfolio
Baseload

(-1104)

(-359)

Peaking/Intermediate

1988

89

Renewables

2208

332

Avoided Energy Cost
In La Capra’s 2006 Report, it was claimed that some renewable generation would not be
perceived to contribute to firm capacity needs (La Capra’s Team, 2006), the Alternative REPS
Portfolio with renewables in the mix that achieves the capacity targets primarily may result in
excess or short energy produced over or below the energy generation from expansion plan
reflected in Utilities’ Portfolio (Figure 5). Any of the excess (or short) energy generated as a result
of the alternative portfolio is assumed to reduce (or increase) generation from existing resources,
and this part would be taken as similar to avoided cost calculation. In this Master’s Project, the
avoided energy cost for the excess (or short) energy is assumed to equal marginal costs of
peaking/intermediate load generation, regarding that, as mentioned previously, the remaining
capacity and energy needs after baseload generation replacement by renewables are met by
peaking/intermediate load technologies.

Figure 5. Portfolio Comparison of Capacity and Energy Expansions from 2011 to 2030
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Impact Models and Cost Assumptions
Annual cost impact of REPS policy in this project is defined as the incremental costs, i.e. the
annual difference in costs between the Utilities’ Portfolio and the Alternative REPS Portfolio, for
each year with the study period (2011 ~ 2030). The annual total costs of expansion plans for both
two portfolios are calculated by multiplying the energy generation from each technology27 (GWh)
by levelized cost of each new generation resources ($/MWh). In addition, the total incremental
costs will be summed and transformed to a 20-year net present value (NPV), assuming a 10%
discount rate28. This 20-year NPV value would reflect the long-term commitment of the REPS policy
of IOUs in North Carolina. Furthermore, the rate impact will be derived by dividing the annual cost
impact by retail sales forecast (GWh) from IOUs, in unit of cents per kilowatt hour (cents/kWh).
1. Modeled Variables
Table 4 summaries the generation costs and operational characteristics of technologies that
are adopted for baseload, peaking/intermediate load and renewable portfolios respectively. It is
important to point out that this Master’s Project determine the details of technologies by referring
to both IOUs’ 2010 IRPs and EIA’s updated cost estimates for electricity generation29, and further
adjust them regarding to the model practice30. In the Utilities’ Portfolio, the technology mix of future
expansions was filed, mostly31, on IOUs’ 2010 IRPs; in the Alternative REPS Portfolio, the selection
of renewable resources are determined by taking into account of resources availabilities in North
Carolina and their potential for development (La Capra’s Team, 2006; see Appendix III).

The energy generation will be transformed from capacity portfolios defined previously, based on assumed capacity
factors presented as follows.

27

28

The 10% discount rate used in this project is referred to La Capra’s 2006 Report.

Updated Capital Cost Estimates for Electricity Generation Plants. U.S. Energy Information Administration. November,
2010. http://www.eia.gov/oiaf/beck_plantcosts/index.html.

29

All three IOUs have specified sizes, types and other details of technologies used for future expansion needs, while their
information are not always consistent with them assumed by EIA’s analysis. To simplify the modeling process, in this
Master’s Project, all other technical characteristics, except for types, are mostly referred to EIA’s latest estimates (see
Table 4).

30

Among all IOUs, only Duke has filed renewable expansion plans that described the types and quantities of renewable
resources needed; Progress has filed the quantities of solar, swine waste and poultry waste which are included in the
REPS subsection, but not filed other renewable resources; NC power has not offered too much information like two IOUs.
31
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32

Table 4. Summary of Generation Technology Costs and Operational Characteristics

Baseload

Peaking/
Intermediate

Renewables

Capacity
Factor
(%)

Nominal
Capacity
(MW)

Nominal
Heat Rate

Coal

85

650

Uranium

90

Gas

Production
Tax Credit
34
(PTC)
(cents/kWh)

Fuel Cost
($/mmBtu)

Capital
Cost
($/kW)

Fixed O&M
($/kW-yr)

Variable
O&M
($/MWh)

Byproduct33

8800

3.51

3167

35.97

4.25

N/A

N/A

2236

10000

0.46

5339

88.75

2.04

N/A

N/A

87

400

6430

9.05

1003

14.62

3.11

N/A

N/A

Gas

30

210

9750

8.15

665

6.7

9.87

N/A

N/A

Solar
Photovoltaic

Solar

25

150

0

0

4755

16.7

0

0

1.1

Swine Waste35

Hog
Waste

75

50

14000

2.42

4203

270

0

3.46

1.1

Poultry Waste

Litter/Ag.
Waste

90

50

13000

0

3075

75

10

2.1

1.1

Onshore Wind

Wind
(onshore)

34

100

0

0

2438

28.07

0

N/A

2.2

83

20

12350

2.66

7894

338.79

16.64

N/A

2.2

80

50

0

0

5578

84.27

9.64

N/A

1.1

52

500

0

0

3076

13.44

0

N/A

1.1

Portfolio

Technology
Advanced
Pulverized
Coal
Advanced
Nuclear
Advanced
Combined
Cycle (CC)
Advanced
Combustion
Turbine (CT)

Wood Biomass
(co-firing)
Landfill Gas
Hydroelectric

Fuel

Wood
Block
Landfill
Gas
Hydro

(Btu/kWh)

($/MWh)

2. Levelized Cost of New Generation Resources
Next, the levelized cost of new generation resources should be developed in order to assess
the associated annual costs for both Utilities’ Portfolio and Alternative REPS Portfolio. In this
Master’s Project, the levelized cost calculation uses EIA’s Annual Energy Outlook 2011,36 which
presents average national levelized costs for generating technologies that are brought on line in
201637. Levelied cost estimated in EIA’s paper, based on a 30-year cost recovery period38, involves
The cost amount here is presented in 2010 dollars for most of technologies included in the Table 4, except swine waste
and poultry waste.
32

33

The cost of byproduct was referred to La Capra’s 2006 Report.

The inflation-adjusted credit amounts were updated by Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency
(DSIRE), May 04, 2010. http://www.dsireusa.org/incentives/incentive.cfm?Incentive_Code=US13F.
34

With no specified estimates, the cost assumptions of swine waste and poultry waste were referred to La Capra’s 2006
Report, and the cost amounts were in 2008 dollars.
35

Levelied Cost of New Generation Resources in the Annual Energy Outlook 2011. U.S. Energy Information
Administration. http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/aeo/electricity_generation.html.
36

In EIA’s paper, it was assumed that the technologies could not be brought on line prior to 2016 unless they were
already under construction. However, to simplify the modeling process in this Master’s Project, it is assumed that the
37
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overnight capital cost, fuel cost, fixed and variable O&M cost, financing costs and assumed capacity
factors for each plant type, excluding any federal or state tax credits. On this basis, an incentive
from federal tax credit, i.e. Renewable Electricity Production Tax Credit (PTC), is added and a set of
adjusted total levelized cost for each generation technology is shown as below (Table 5). It should
be noticed that a number of factors and uncertainties would influence the levelized cost of energy
generation. For instance, for technologies with significant fuel cost, both fuel cost and overnight
capital cost would significantly affect system levelized cost; other common uncertainties would be
induced by regional varieties and technological change.
Table 5. Estimated U.S. Average Levelized Cost of New Generation Resources

Plant Type

Levelized
Capital Cost
($/MWh)

Levelied Fixed
O&M Cost
($/MWh)

Levelized
Variable O&M
(including fuel)
($/MWh)

Transmission
Investment
($/MWh)

Adjusted Total
System
Levelized Cost
($/MWh)

Advanced Coal

74.6

7.9

25.7

1.2

109.40

Advanced Nuclear

90.1

11.1

11.7

1.0

113.90

Natural Gas-fired –
Advanced CC

17.9

1.9

42.1

1.2

63.10

Natural Gas-fired –
Advanced CT

31.6

5.5

62.9

3.5

103.50

Solar PV

194.6

12.1

0.0

4.0

206.54

Swine Waste

91.7

57.1

0.0

1.3

149.40

Poultry Waste

123.5

74.1

10.0

1.3

206.84

Onshore Wind

83.9

9.6

0.0

3.5

88.67

Wood Biomass (cofiring)

55.3

13.7

42.3

1.3

104.27

Landfill Gas

58.7

43.3

0.0

1.2

99.04

Hydro

74.5

3.8

6.3

1.9

82.34

estimates in EIA’s report could be also used for annual technology expansions that are supposed to be brought on line in
the corresponding year, in the designed portfolio scenarios.
38

The levelized cost reflects real dollars and already takes into account inflation, with the annual inflation rate of 2.5%.
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Sensitivity Analysis
Accompanied with the two scenarios analyzed above, this Master’s Project will also detect
the impacts of different sensitivities39. The Base-Case Scenario without EE is chosen as the
reference case for sensitivity analysis that will examine the changes in 20-year NPV of total
incremental costs relative to that of the Base-Case for each of the sensitivities. In another word, this
part aims to find out if the sensitivity factors would increase or decrease the total incremental costs
across the study period.
The sensitivities analyzed in this project include the following:
•

PTC Availability: In the Base-Case Scenario, the PTC was assumed to be filed “at a qualified
facility during the 10-year period beginning on the date the facility was originally placed in
service”40. Considering the current trend of encouraging renewable electricity production
around the nationwide, there is possibility that the PTC available period could be extended
after the generation unit put in service. Hence, this project will modeled a sensitivity case in
which the PTC is available during the whole cost recovery period, i.e. 30-year in this project.

•

Fuel Cost of Coal: There is great uncertainty on the future cost of fossil fuels. As mentioned
previously, fuel cost plays a significant role of affecting the overall levelized cost of
generation technology with coal. Under the Base-Case, the fuel cost for IOUs in North
Carolina with coal is assumed at $3.51/mmBtu in 2010 dollars41. Referred to Duke’s 2010
IRPs42, two sensitivities with coal price are modeled here:

•

-

Higher coal price: 50% higher  $5.27/mmBtu in 2010 dollars;

-

Lower coal price: 20% lower  $2.81/mmBtu in 2010 dollars.

Fuel Cost of Natural Gas: Similar to coal, the variability of natural gas price would have
great influence on its total cost. The Base-Case assumed the natural gas price43 for CC

In order to compare with La Capra’s 2006 Report, the methodology of sensitivity analysis adopted in this project is
referred to the 2006 report.
39

26 USC § 45 (Federal Renewable Electricity Production Tax Credit). United States Code Service. Last DSIRE Review: May
4, 2010. http://www.dsireusa.org/documents/Incentives/US13F.htm.
40

This cost amount is adjusted from EIA’s 2008 summaries of electric power sector energy price, with a yearly inflation
rate of 2.5%. http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/states/sep_sum/html/sum_pr_eu.html.
41

As indicated at the beginning of the methodology part, this Master’s Project would take Duke’s 2010 IRP as primary
reference due to its large market share in NC.
42

43

The fuel costs for CC and CT were referred to La Capra’s 2006 Report, adjusted with inflation rate of 2.5%.
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generation and CT generation as $9.05/mmBtu and $8.15/mmBtu, respectively. Currently,
the fuel cost remains to be the major contributor to total levelized generation cost of natural
gas, taking up to 67% (OECD/IEA, 2010)44. It implies that a run-up in natural gas price
would bring great uncertainty into all gas forecasts. Referred to sensitivity analyses
designed in Duke’s 2010 IRPs, two sensitivities with natural gas prices are modeled:

•

-

Higher gas price: 35% higher  

-

Lower gas price: 25% lower  

: $12.22⁄
: $11.00⁄

: $6.79⁄
: $6.11⁄

, in 2010 dollars;
, in 2010 dollars.

Construction Cost of Nuclear Plant: The share of investment of nuclear plant construction
in system’s total levelized generation cost is around 75% (OECD/IEA, 2010), implying a
significant contribution. In this project, the construction cost is assumed to be $3231/kW in
2010 dollars45. This project only models the change from increases in construction cost of
nuclear plant, as Duke’s 2010 IRPs filed, so the sensitivity case analyzed here induces a 20%
higher cost, i.e. $3877/kW in 2010 dollars.

Results
Direct Impacts of REPS Implementation
The impact model designed above has produced the annual incremental rate impacts
(cents/kWh) for both Base-Case Scenario and EE Scenario (see Figure 6). The rate impacts in this
project were derived by dividing annual incremental costs by the expected total retail sales filed by
IOUs in North Carolina for each calendar year. Table 6 shows the modeling results of rate impacts in
two scenarios, corresponding to yearly REPS requirement within the study period. With recall of
the previous assumptions, the cost impact would be zero once the IOUs’ renewable generation filed
in their resource plans already achieved/exceeded the REPS requirement; or the IOUs’ field
expansion plan could cover the differential between REPS requirement and existing generation.
Consequently, in Base-Case Scenario, the rate impacts appear to be zero from calendar year 2011 to
2015, with the REPS requirement ranged from 3.0% to 6.0%, implying that the REPS requirement
would have no incremental cost by 2017 (excluding energy-efficiency measures).
The full 2010 edition of this joint report (Projected Costs of Generating Electricity), by the International Energy Agency
(IEA) and the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA), has not been released to public yet, except the executive summary. The
relevant information adopted in this Master’s Project is referred to the report’s executive summary.

44

45

The construction cost value of nuclear plant was also referred to La Capra’s 2006 Report, adjusted with inflation rate.
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Table 6. Annual Incremental Retail Electricity Rates in Two Scenarios (cents/kWh)
Year

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

REPS

3.0%

3.0%

4.0%

5.0%

6.0%

7.3%

8.6%

10.0%

10.8%

11.6%

12.5%

13.0%

13.5%

14.0%

14.5%

15.0%

15.5%

16.0%

16.5%

17.0%

Projected
Retail
Rate

8.96

9.23

9.51

9.79

10.09

10.39

10.70

11.02

11.35

11.69

12.04

12.40

12.78

13.16

13.55

13.96

14.38

14.81

15.25

15.71

BaseCase

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.028

0.060

0.082

0.117

0.162

0.286

0.286

0.339

0.395

0.428

0.477

0.457

0.491

0.516

0.537

EnergyEfficiency

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.003

0.045

0.068

0.075

0.120

0.087

0.082

0.098

0.113

0.115

0.099

0.116

0.146

0.175

When taking into account energy-efficiency measures, the rate impacts have further
decreased, from 0.54 cents/kWh under Base-Case Scenario at the end of study period (with 17%
REPS requirement) to 0.17 cents/kWh under EE Scenario. The 2010 average retail electricity rate
to ultimate customers in North Carolina was 8.7 cents/kWh46, and is predicted to be 15.7
cents/kWh by 203047 (the projected retail rates of electricity in each year are presented in Table
6).Consequently, under the Base-Case Scenario, the projected retail rate impacts of electricity in
percentage is around 3% by 2030, while the EE Scenario produced an increase of 1% on retail rate
by 2030. It should be noticed that the calendar year 2021 proves to separate the whole study
period into two phases: before 2021 the energy-efficiency measures are qualified to meet up 25%
of REPS requirement while after 2021 up to 40% of REPS could be compensated by energyefficiency. On such condition, the rate impacts removed from Base-Case by EE became even higher
after 2021 (see Figure 6).

By end-use sector, the retail prices of electricity in four categories of ultimate customers are summarized: residential,
commercial, industrial and transportation, whose data are collected by EIA, in their Electric Power Monthly report.
http://www.eia.gov/cneaf/electricity/epm/table5_6_b.html. The average retail rate used in this project is averaged
across these four sectors.
46

Referring to ACEEE’s report about North Carolina’s energy future (American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy,
2010) and the updated information in recently years from EIA, the future retail price of electricity in North Carolina is
assumed to increase at 0.3% annually from 2010’s price of 8.7 cents/kWh, within the study period (from 2011 to 2030).
47
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Figure 6. Annual Rate Impacts of REPS Policy in Two Scenarios

Additionally, the total 20-year NPV cost impacts for each scenario were also calculated with
assumed 10% discount rate. Table 7 shows 20-year NPV net incremental cost due to REPS
implementation, implying the total cost of REPS during the whole study period48. Over 20 years, the
implementation of Alternative REPS Portfolio has added $1634 million dollars to the Utilities’
Portfolio, and this part could be defined as the total cost of REPS practice of IOUs in North Carolina.
By adding the energy-efficiency measures, the REPS cost over 20 years could be reduced to $487
million dollars.
Table 7. Incremental Cost Over 20 Years in NPV

20-year NPV ($, in millions)

48

REPS Scenario

Utilities’
Portfolio

Alternative REPS
Portfolio

Net Incremental Cost (with
avoided energy cost)

Base-Case

$27570

$29979

$1634

Energy-Efficiency

$26862

$27325

$487

Detailed annual costs can be found in Appendix IV.
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Indirect Impacts of REPS Implementation
To meet the NC REPS requirement during 20 years, basically all practical land-based
renewable resources are utilized in the Alternative REPS Portfolio. On the other hand, in the
Utilities’ Portfolio all three IOUs filed renewable generation with different resource mix regarding
to their own development planning. Figure 7 compares the renewable resource mix in two
portfolios, detecting the change of resource mix result from REPS implementation.

Figure 7. Comparison of Renewable Resource Mixes for Two Portfolios

One obvious difference between the two resource mixes is that the landfill gas was included
into Alternative REPS Portfolio for the purpose of resource diversity. A bump-up of onshore wind
generation in Utilities’ Portfolio is detected and it was induced by Progress largely increasing its
filed wind generation since 201849. The differences shown on the Figure 7 might result from a main
reason: the three IOUs forecasted resource mixes on their own way respectively and considering
their own practical conditions while the resource mix for Alternative Portfolio was determined on a
united basis and in a continuous pattern. However, generation cost and resource availability in
North Carolina would be the primary concerns for both two portfolios when deciding the resource
mix.

Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity analyses were conducted using the Base-Case as reference case, which produced
a 20-year NPV of $1634 million in net incremental cost. Figure 8 shows the change in 20-year NPV
relative to that of the reference case for each of the sensitivities, in order to detect whether the
In its 2010 IRP, Progress specified its expansion plan on renewable generation, with type and size of selected
technologies. Referring to its plan, the wind capacity contribution would jump from around 5 MW in 2018 to 427 MW in
2019. Accordingly, the energy generation from wind would reflect a similar sudden increase.

49
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sensitivity analyzed in this project would increase or reduce the REPS incremental cost over 20
years. The major results from the sensitivity analysis are summarized as below:
•

Extended PTC: Once the PTC of eligible renewable resources could be extended from the
first 10 years to be in use within the whole cost recovery period, this extended availability
clearly reduce the total incremental cost, in form of 20-year NPV, of the REPS
implementation by $318 million, almost 20%.

•

Fuel Price Uncertainty: Consistent with other similar state RPS analysis, higher fuel prices
(either coal or natural gas) will result in declines of the incremental cost of REPS practice,
while the lower fuel prices will further increase the incremental cost over 20 years. It is
straightforward that due to the REPS implementation, fewer conventional technologies
were adopted and an even higher fuel price will make IOUs to cut the share of conventional
fuels, and vice versa. Although the sensitivity analysis here suggested reductions of
incremental costs due to high fuel prices (either coal or natural gas), implying that neither
of them could completely offset the cost of REPS implementation ($1634 million, in 20-year
NPV), it proved that the REPS practice over 20 years can help mitigate some risks related to
high fuel prices (La Capra’s Team, 2006).

•

High Construction Cost of Nuclear Plant: Similar to sensitivities of high fuel prices, a
higher construction cost of nuclear plant would largely reduce the 20-year NPV incremental
cost of REPS practice. The potential reason of this cost declines could be that regarding to
the originally high construction cost of nuclear plant, an even higher cost would induce
more advanced nuclear facilities replaced by new renewable resources, to reduce the total
expansion cost. But it worth noting that an REPS implementation cost could depend highly
on the actual cost of a new nuclear facility (La Capra’s Team, 2006), which is hard to predict.
Hence, uncertainties relevant to this sensitivity analysis still remain.
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Figure 8. 20-Year NPV Differential of Sensitivities and Reference Case

Discussion
Discussion Based on La Capra’s 2006 Report
As emphasized at the beginning of this project, the technical report of RPS analysis
prepared for North Carolina Utilities Commission in 2006 proved to be the only authoritative
report in North Carolina so far. Consequently, it is inevitable to discuss based on 2006’s Report
when conducting a similar analysis of REPS in North Carolina, like this Master’s Project. Although
this project designed the impact models primarily referred to 2006’s Report and used a number of
assumptions in it, there still present many adjustments and improvements in this project.
Firstly, it should be clarified the changes of assumptions in this project relative to La Capra’s
2006 Report:
The fundamental adjustment made in this project is the RPS design for North Carolina. Due
to the fact that the 2006’s Report was created before the official REPS enacted in NC in the coming
year, they assumed two scenarios of RPS policy: 1) 5% RPS by 2017; 2) 10% RPS by 2017,
accompanied with the assumed study period of 10 years (2008 ~ 2017). They also assumed all
utilities in North Carolina should follow the same schedule of RPS while no specific requirement for
each year in the study period. In contrast, this project adopted the published REPS requirement and
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its schedule (see Appendix I). The current REPS policy requires a 10% RPES by 2018 for all utilities
and a 12.5% REPS by 2021 for Investor-Owned Utilities50. Adjusted for this project, the study period
is defined from 2011 to 2030, and a 17% REPS would be reached by the end of study period with an
annual increase rate of 0.5% from 12.5% in 2021. It is worth mentioning that La Capra’s Team has
taken the 5% RPS as major forecast scenario while they didn’t expect a RPS as high as 10% practical
in NC, considering the resource availability and other factors at that time. Hence, this basic
difference of REPS design between 2006’s Report and this project might induce other changes of
assumptions and model results in this project relative to the former report.
Another great difference of assumption is the design of Utilities’ Portfolio. La Capra’s Team
defined the Utilities’ Portfolio with no renewable contribution to the expansion plan, consequently,
the RPS exerted positive cost impact (i.e. increased the expansion cost) since the start of RPS
practice (year 2008). Different from their assumption, this project extracted cumulative resource
additions filed in three IOUs’ 2010 IRPs and obviously all IOUs have already added a certain amount
renewable resources into their expansion plan to respond to the state REPS policy. Such design of
Utilities’ Portfolio caused the result that the IOUs might have already reached the REPS
requirement in a certain calendar year, implying no cost impact at that year.
Last but not least, another difference exists in the energy-efficiency measure. In 2006’s
Report, it was assumed that 25% of a RPS target (either 5% or 10%) could be met with energy
efficiency throughout the whole study period, 10 years. The enacted REPS policy in 2007,
nevertheless, indicates that up to 25% of the REPS requirement can be met by EE before 2021;
furthermore after 2021 EE is allowed to meet up to 40% of REPS. Consequently, this higher
proportion of EE contributed to REPS implementation could potentially reduce the cost impact
after 2021 to a greater degree in this project.
Then the major difference of model results would be presented as follows, on the basis of
the assumption differences discussed above. Figure 9 below suggests the difference of rate impacts
modeled in 2006’s Report51 and this Master’s Project. As mentioned above, the adjusted design of
the Utilities’ Portfolio in this project estimated the cost impact in Base-Case Scenario as zero during

50

To simplify the modeling process, this Master’s Project merely take IOUs as study objects.

Compared to the conservative assumption of the 5% RPS in 2006’s Report, the 10% RPS by 2017 scenario proved to be
more comparable with this project in which an 8.6% REPS target was assigned in calendar year 2017. Therefore, Figure 9
compares the model results under the 10% RPS in 2006’s Report instead of the 5% RPS.
51
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the first 5 years of study period, similar condition happening in EE Scenario. It also explains why
modeled rate impact for year 2017 in 2006’s Report (0.31 cents/kWh) was much higher than the
model result for year 201852 in this project (0.08 cents/kWh). But the basic trend of characteristics
of modeled rate impacts in two papers presents to be the same: 1) the higher the REPS requirement
is the larger rate impact would be; 2) energy efficiency measures included in REPS implementation
could effectively reduce the cost and, accordingly, rate impact of REPS.
Model Result in La Capra’s 2006 Report

Model Result in this Master’s Project

Figure 9. Comparison of Model Results on Annual Rate Impact of REPS by 2006’s Report and This
Project

It should be further pointed out that the negative rate impact modeled in 2006’s Report (see
Figure 9) implied a cost/rate decrease due to the 10% RPS target. When a 25% EE included in the
10% RPS scenario, the renewable contribution to the overall generation would possibly
reach/exceed the assigned RPS target and furthermore reduce the expansion cost. Contrarily, in
this Master’s Project, the similar condition was handled as keeping the Alternative REPS Portfolio
with EE unchanged relative to Utilities’ Portfolio so the cost/rate impact was estimated to be zero
under such situation (i.e. from the calendar year 2011 to 2016).
In addition to the assumptions mentioned above, the detailed portfolio design, particularly
the alternative portfolio design, would produce different model results. However, without a
universal rule of portfolio outcomes (La Capra’s Team, 2006), either 2006’s Report or this Master’s
Project mainly aimed to offer a reference for estimating representative cost differentials between

The REPS target in calendar year 2018 was assigned as 10% in this Master’s Project, as the same as the 10% RPS by
2017 in 2006’s Report.
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the Utilities’ Portfolio and Alternative REPS Portfolio that would reflect the assumptions used in
each study respectively.

Policy Discussion
In this Master’s Project, the REPS policy was modeled to increase the base-case retail rate
around 3% by the end of study period, 2030, through compliance with a 17% REPS requirement by
IOUs. Referring to RPS studies relying on exploratory analyses (Kydes, 2006; Palmer and Burtraw,
2005), the RPS-induced rate impacts were modeled as about 3% increase under a design of 20%
RPS, and as 2.1% at a 15% RPS target respectively. It should be noticed that these two studies
conducted analyses by compiling data from various states and assuming a united RPS requirement
in nationwide. Compared to the state-level studies summarized previously, the exploratory
analyses might be a more appropriate reference to determine the quality of model results in this
project. From this perspective, the base-case retail rate impact modeled here is reasonable under
the REPS policy in North Carolina.
On the other side, the 2006’s Report prepared by La Capra’s Team assumed two RPS targets
for North Carolina from 2008 to 2017: 5% and 10%. This study reported the 10% RPS requirement
to be more aggressive, with more than 4000 MW renewable expansions projected. This 10% RPS
excluding energy efficiency would require a large amount of development of off-shore wind, while
presently no off-shore wind projects have been installed in the U.S. due to many permitting
obstacles (La Capra’s Team, 2006). Referring to the Alternative REPS Portfolio design under BaseCase Scenario, around 3800 MW renewables would be expanded to meet a 17% REPS target
assumed in this Master’s Project. Regarding to the practical potential of renewable resources in
North Carolina (see Appendix III), a certain amount of off-shore wind might be added into the
resource mix as well to fulfill the expansion plan, since most practical on-land resources would
already be developed. In the view of resources availability, the assumption of 17% REPS target by
2030 seems to be less rational.
The discussion above shows that a modest cost impact of REPS implementation would not
necessarily imply a rational or effective policy design of REPS for North Carolina. An assumed 17%
REPS target by 2030 proved to be cost-moderate but aggressive regarding to in-state renewables
availability. It implies an assumption for argument that the REPS requirement would increase with
annual growth of 0.5% when beginning in 2022 and thereafter. However, the official REPS policy
didn’t propose clear guidance for compliance after 2021. The expression of policy reserved a
question whether the IOUs should be subject to a growing requirement in a long-run, or to a stable
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target after 2021 ever. More detailed guidance would need to be developed for IOUs to comply with
the RESP policy in North Carolina.

Model Uncertainties
This Master’s Project concluded a potential impact on retail electricity rate result in REPS
practice in North Carolina. Obviously, it proves to be a complex process to determine the retail
electricity rate and the REPS implementation would not be the dominant influencing factor in this
process. Therefore the rate impact calculated in this project could merely describe a trend of retail
rate varying over years which was affected by REPS practice.
On the other side, the cost assumptions are taken the major uncertainties in the modeling
process. First of all, as the main model inputs, the levelized cost of new generation resources were
extracted from EIA’s report at national average level. Without regional adjustment for North
Carolina, it would introduce uncertainty when using national data as model inputs in this project to
estimate cost impact in North Carolina53.
Great uncertainty also appears around the future cost of fossil fuels. Referred to 2006’s
Report, fuel costs were supposed to rise at a rate of inflation. But according to the historical records,
the cost of fossil fuels have been increasing at a rate greater than inflation and that is why the
sensitivities of high fossil fuel costs should be analyzed in the project. Similar uncertainties would
be induced by construction cost of nuclear plants. The construction cost estimates for new nuclear
power plants are very uncertain and have increased significantly in recent years, which has been
unexpected previously (Schlissel and Biewald, 2008). Thus when to design relevant cost-impact
analysis of nuclear plant construction would also induce the study uncertainty.

Further Improvement
As summarized in Berkeley lab’s 2007 report, among the existing studies of state RPS, some
treated the energy resource mix as an input to their cost estimation model, whereas others treated
the mix as a model output (Chen et al., 2007). Under the former circumstances, the resource mix
would be estimated according to the existing information and author’s knowledge of the specific
situation in the states being modeled. This Master’s Project belongs to this category of studies. In
another case, the resource mix, when treated as model output, is usually estimated by constructing
Compared to a combination of information used in 2006’s Report, including confidential data from actual projects,
striving for realistic, current assumptions at that time (La Capra’s Team, 2006), this Master’s Project has adopted the
latest data most of which are published by U.S. Energy Information Administration, while the data in 2006’s Report might
fit the model better since they were specially collected for North Carolina.
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an aggregate renewable resource supply curve models that should be built from original research
on the cost and availability of different generation options (Chen et al., 2007). To further improve
the model used in this project, it will be a great modification to also treat the resource mix as model
output, accordingly making the alternative portfolio better fit, as well as helping to evaluate the
policy design through the resource mix projected result in REPS practice.
It is the fact that the IOUs do make a large contribution to the electricity market in North
Carolina, but effects from other utilities, like electric membership corporations and municipalities
can’t be ignored. The reason to exclude other utilities from this Master’s Project is because the
limited time and data sources. Nevertheless, in the future study, it would be an advantage to involve
other utilities so that the model result of cost/rate impacts might better reflect the overall RESP
impacts on retail electricity rate in the state of North Carolina.
Although the current REPS policy in North Carolina proposed a 12.5% requirement for IOUs
reached by 2021 and thereafter, it is not clear whether the standard would become higher or keep
unchanged after 2021. It might create obstacles especially for a longer-period study of REPS.
Consequently to assume and propose some more appropriate REPS targets for IOUs in a long-term
after 2021 would effectively improve the future study on cost-impact analysis of REPS in North
Carolina.

Conclusions
•

North Carolina promulgated Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Portfolio Standards
(REPS) in 2007, specifying detailed requirement and schedule for utilities. For InvestorOwned Utilities (IOUs), it is required to meet a 12.5% REPS target by 2021 and in this
Master’s Project, a 17% REPS target is designed for IOUs by the end of study period the
calendar year 2030. Additionally, the REPS policy also included energy-efficiency measures
that could meet up to 25% of REPS requirement and up to 40% after 2021.

•

To meet the REPS requirement, this project designed a combined portfolio of both
conventional and renewable technologies, defining it as Alternative REPS Portfolio. Based
on the alternative portfolio, 3848 MW of renewable resources are needed after 20 years for
expansion and it could replace around 1100 MW capacity of baseload assigned in the
Utilities’ Portfolio, but 1988 MW of peaking/intermediate load should be added to meet the
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remaining capacity and energy needs. When adding energy-efficiency measures, 1972 MW
of renewables are needed by 2030.
•

Regarding to the fact that all three IOUs have already filed certain amount of renewable
expansion in their 2010 IRPs since the calendar year 2011, it is estimated that no rate
impact of REPS implementation appears until 2016. As REPS target rises, the rate impact
increases from 0.03 cents/kWh in 2016 up to 0.54 cents/kWh in 2030, the end of study
period. Under the EE Scenario, the rate impact has been reduced, especially after calendar
year 2021. Compared to the predicted retail price of electricity by 2030, the base-case
induced rate impact is 3.4% in terms of percentage while the EE scenario produces a 1.1%
increase of retail rate.

•

Through the sensitivity analyses on Production Tax Credit (PTC) availability, fossil fuel
costs and construction cost of nuclear for the Base-Case Scenario, it is found that the
extended availability of PTC to IOUs would reduce the total incremental cost of REPS in 20year net present value (NPV). Additionally, it is detected that an REPS practice can help
mitigate some risks related to high fuel prices (coal and natural gas), but even high fuel
costs in the sensitivity analyses would not completely offset all the expansion cost of the
Base-Case REPS scenario.

•

The assumed 17% REPS target at the end of study period might be too aggressive for North
Carolina when taking the in-state renewable resources potential into account, although its
cost impact was modest. The REPS policy in North Carolina needs to include more detailed
guidance for utilities to comply with the requirements, particularly in a long-term practice.

•

Levelized cost of generation resources, as well as forecast of future fossil fuel cost would
bring uncertainties of the model results in this Master’s Project. To further improve this
impact analysis, the resource mix could be treated as model output for future study;
involvement of other utilities would produce a more comprehensive impact estimate to
reflect the overall REPS impacts on retail electricity rate in North Carolina.
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Appendix
Appendix I: Detailed Schedule and Requirement of REPS for IOUs in North Carolina
Year

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

Overall REPS
Requirement (%)

3%

3%

4%

5%

6%

7.30%

8.60%

10%

10.80%

11.60%

12.50%

13.00%

13.50%

14.00%

14.50%

15.00%

15.50%

16.00%

16.50%

17.00%

0.05%

0.07%

0.09%

0.11%

0.14%

0.16%

0.18%

0.20%

0.22%

0.24%

0.26%

0.28%

0.30%

0.32%

0.34%

0.36%

0.38%

0.40%

0.42%

0.44%

0

0.07%

0.09%

0.11%

0.14%

0.16%

0.18%

0.20%

0.22%

0.24%

0.26%

0.28%

0.30%

0.32%

0.34%

0.36%

0.38%

0.40%

0.42%

0.44%

0

119000

490000

630000

770000

910000

1050000

1190000

1330000

1470000

1610000

1750000

1890000

2030000

2170000

2310000

2450000

2590000

2730000

2870000

Subsection: Solar
Energy (%)
Subsection: Swine
Waste (%)
Subsection: Poultry
Waste54 (MWh)

NC G.S. 62-133.8 proposed the requirement of poultry waste use in unit of megawatt hours, instead of percentage. The required megawatt hours published on G.S. 62133.8 should be met through all utilities in NC, so this project multiplies the overall requirement by the IOUs’ market share (around 70%) in retail electricity sales, in
other to produce the specified requirements for IOUs.
54
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Appendix II: IOUs’ Combined Cumulative Alternative REPS Portfolio Additions from 2011 to 2030 (Base-Case)

Combined
Cumulative
Alternative
Portfolio (MW)

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

Baseload

30

87

144

201

259

259

259

359

424

682

2145

2222

3456

3567

3767

4182

4337

4468

4602

4773

Peaking/
Intermediate

635

635

1555

2180

2180

2445

3299

3896

4946

5259

5973

6790

6960

7352

7583

7824

9244

9455

10313

10754

Renewables

43

174

211

331

462

681

1049

1315

1584

1930

2176

2389

2559

2758

2871

3124

3282

3481

3680

3848

Energy (GWh)

3184

4152

8778

12443

13410

15431

20625

25079

31245

36015

51654

56676

67823

71196

74232

79557

87617

90365

95960

99901
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Appendix III: Renewable Resources Potential in North Carolina (update in
2006)

Resources

Technical
Potential (MW)

Practical
Potential (MW)

Practical Energy
Potential (GWh)

Landfill Gas

240

150

1000

Biomass (co-firing wood block)

1875

384

2500

Poultry Litter

175

105

800

Hog Waste (swine)

116

93

600

Wind (on-shore)

9600

500 – 1500

1300 – 3900

Wind (off-shore)55

N/A

N/A

N/A

Hydro

508

66 – 425

300 – 1700

Solar PV56

N/A

N/A

N/A

TOTAL IN-STATE POTENTIAL

12615 – 13206

1867 – 3512

11500 – 16100

Theoretically, the offshore wind can have much larger potential than onshore wind has, but it is hard to
estimate its potential effectively since so far no such projects have been permitted or installed in the U.S. (La
Capra’s Team, 2006).
55

Similar to the offshore wind resource, the solar PV potential in the U.S. was not estimated either, because its
estimates would depend more on current levels of installed costs, rather than on technical or practical
considerations (La Capra’s Team, 2006).

56
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Appendix IV: Scenarios Annual Costs
($, in
millions)

20-year
NPV

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

$368

$575

$1,106

$1,595

$1,794

$1,901

$2,258

$2,786

$3,311

$3,698

$5,242

$5,709

$6,887

$7,138

$7,425

$7,928

$8,711

$8,939

$9,432

$9,800

$368

$575

$1,106

$1,595

$1,794

$1,998

$2,508

$2,956

$3,559

$4,074

$5,781

$6,297

$7,547

$7,913

$8,254

$8,849

$9,656

$9,966

$10,543

$10,968

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($61)

($172)

($63)

($93)

($156)

($146)

($188)

($180)

($206)

($204)

($223)

($268)

($291)

($327)

($343)

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$96

$250

$170

$248

$375

$539

$588

$660

$775

$829

$921

$945

$1,027

$1,111

$1,169

$368

$573

$1,098

$1,578

$1,769

$1,870

$2,212

$2,721

$3,229

$3,597

$5,081

$5,533

$6,675

$6,917

$7,195

$7,686

$8,449

$8,674

$9,157

$9,517

$368

$573

$1,098

$1,578

$1,769

$1,870

$2,227

$2,763

$3,297

$3,692

$5,229

$5,635

$6,775

$7,043

$7,343

$7,844

$8,595

$8,861

$9,415

$9,845

Base-Case Scenario
Utilities’
Portfolio
$27,570
Cost
Alternative
Portfolio
$29,980
Cost
Avoided
($776)
Cost57
Delta
Between
$1634
Portfolios
Energy-Efficiency
Scenario
Utilities’
Portfolio
$26,863
Cost
Alternative
Portfolio
$27,325
Cost
Avoided Cost

$25

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($11)

$17

$22

$6

$17

$20

$17

$16

$17

$9

$2

($13)

($37)

($59)

Delta
Between
Portfolios

$487

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$4

$59

$91

$101

$165

$122

$117

$141

$166

$168

$147

$174

$221

$269

The negative value of avoided cost here indicates the cost amount that could be removed from alternative portfolio cost, implying that the avoided cost could reduce
the REPS cost by a certain amount, and vice versa.
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Appendix V: Bibliography of State RPS Cost Studies Update by 2009
(Studies listed in alphabetical order by state.)
Wenger, H. and R. Williamson (PEG). 1998. [Arizona] Solar Portfolio Standard Analysis. Presented at
the American Solar Energy Society’s Solar ’98 Conference. Albuquerque, New Mexico:
American Solar Energy Society.
Madsen, T. and D. Brown (PIRG). 2005. Renewing Arizona’s Economy: The Clean Energy Path to Jobs
and Economic Growth. Phoenix, Arizona: Arizona PIRG Education Fund.
Donovan, D., Clemmer, S., Nogee, A. and P. Asmus (UCS). 2001. Powering Ahead: A New Standard for
Clean Energy and Stable Prices in California. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Union of Concerned
Scientists.
Marcus, B (EC). 2003. Clean and Affordable Power: How Los Angeles Can Reach 20% Renewables
Without Raising Rates. Los Angeles and Sacramento, California: Environment California
Research and Policy Center and the Center for Energy Efficient and Renewable Technologies.
Del Chiaro, B. and B. Marcus (EC). 2004. Clean and Affordable Power: Updated Cost Analysis for
Meeting a 20% Renewables Portfolio Standard by 2017 at the Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power. Los Angeles, California: Environment California Research and Policy
Center.
Bailie, A., Dougherty, B., Heaps, C. and M. Lazarus (Tellus). 2004. Turning the Corner on Global
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